Roofop Failure: What to Watch for
It's your home's hat. An umbrella. A lid for the family pot, if you will. And it is one of the most important aspects of any
sound building. Unfortunately, your roof is also one of the most common problem areas found during a home
inspecton.
Your roof takes a lot of wear and tear!
The integrity of the roof of any building is critcal because of the fact that it takes the brunt of the weather, from high
winds that can lif and tear roofng materials, driving rain that can penetrate improperly installed shingles, snow and ice
that can cause leaks and add a heavy strain to the underlying structure, moisture that can cause mould and rot, and
even the sun, which can dry out shingles and cause premature aging of some roofng materials.
Of course, moisture is the main concern. While a roof protects your home in many ways, water leaks cause the most
problems. When water infltrates your home at the top of the building, it only stands to reason that gravity will take it
downward – to the interior of the home – where it will be absorbed by lumber, insulaton and surface materials.
Small leaks can go undetected for years, surfacing only afer a severe weather event or discovered during a renovaton.
Many homeowners have found out how damaging – and costly – undetected leaks can be. That is why it is important to
visually inspect your roof regularly.
Roofop Inspecton
Though not all problems occur on the roof surface itself ‐ where you can see them – most problems do show signs on
the surface. Using a pair of binoculars, check for these omens of roof problems:
Cupped, Curled Shingles – Asphalt shingles, stll the most popular roofng material, will cup and curl as they age, so this
can simply mean it is tme to replace. But if cupping happens prematurely, it can be a sign that the atc is too warm
and/or humid – that beter insulaton is needed or perhaps beter
ventlaton.
Moss Build‐Up – An accumulaton of moss and surface growth may
be caused by overhanging tree branches or simply shade that causes
constant dampness on the roof's surface. Keep moss from
accumulatng because it can lead to a premature break‐ down of the
roofng material. Trim back ofending trees. And if the shading cannot
be avoided, check the web for a local source of an eco‐friendly ‘roof
wash' that can be applied to remove the moss.
Big Mouths – Standard shingles have 3 tabs separated by a slot or ‘mouth'. That slot will grow wider over tme. Big
mouths are like curling and cupping shingles and can be a sign of the same concerns as noted above.
Broken or Missing Shingles – This can be caused by severe wind, animals looking for a way in to that warm atc space,
or low‐hanging tree branches brushing against the roof in high winds or when laden with snow and ice. Any such
concern needs to be addressed right away to avoid a bigger problem – and expense.

Stained Facia – The ‘facia' is the vertcal board – or face board – at the drip edge of the roof. It is ofen covered partally
by the eaves trough. Look for staining, discolouraton or mould, all signs of trouble. Rain water may be getng between
the trough and facia and causing the problem. Or dampness inside the atc space may be to blame.
Build‐up of Debris – With some new roof designs that incorporate many diferent surfaces and sectons, or with
townhomes, semis and homes with no side yards ‐ that are close to one
another – there can be areas of the roof that receive litle wind. This
can cause a buildup of tree debris – leaves, dead branches, nuts, etc. –
that can prematurely age a roof's surface.
Bird Droppings – The distnctve white build‐up is a sign that birds have
found a spot for their nest. It could be that they found a way in, or just
a protected area that they like. Either way, once their young have
fedged, address the problem to discourage birds from building nests.
Other Animal Feces – Animals tend to be creatures of habit. If some have the habit of using your roof as a toilet, it
means they go up there regularly. In additon to the fact that the feces itself smells and that it will cause premature
aging of many roof material, given tme, the animals will usually fnd other areas to damage. Stop their routne by cutng
back trees that have grown large enough to provide access for them. Raccoons and squirrels are the usual culprits.
Vents and Chimneys – A common problem area on any roof is atc vents, plumbing stacks, chimneys, etc. Though there
are wonderfully designed fashing systems and sealing material to prevent a problem, they have to be applied properly.
Unfortunately that is not always the case. Plus, tme and the elements can cause cracks and material breaks that can
lead to leaks.
Tip: With some homes, close proximity of neighbouring homes means they are not able to see some sectons at all. Ask a
neighbour if you can peer out one of their upper storey windows. Then you do the same for them.
Note; Poorly‐Manufactured Shingles – There have been some law suits against some asphalt shingle manufacturers
because of premature aging and deterioraton of their product. If your home's roof shows signs of aging well before it
should, and if there are no other mitgatng factors as noted above, check with the installer (if you know who that was)
or surf the internet for lawsuit informaton to see if you qualify for a partal refund.
For a thorough home inspecton to make sure any roof problems haven't caused other issues – and for your own peace
of mind ‐ schedule a complete home inspecton by Elementary Property Inspectons. As part of our complete
inspecton, we will check other areas of your home's interior and the atc for signs of roof problems and leaks.

